Refining Your Meta-Synthesis Skills

An In-Person Intensive Workshop

What is this workshop about?
Have you ever thought about writing a research literature synthesis but weren't sure how to begin? Participants will learn (or review) qualitative meta-synthesis methods to find, code, and report on literature. You will have opportunities to apply these methods to your topic of choice with support from the IMS Team.

The hands-on, intensive workshop will cover:
• processes for literature searches and selection
• deductive, inductive, and hybrid coding
• thematic analysis
• synthesis manuscript writing

Outcomes include:
• refined meta-synthesis skills
• tangible progress on your own synthesis topic

LIMITED TO 25 PARTICIPANTS

DATE
June 5 – June 8, 2023

YOU MUST COMMIT TO ATTENDING ALL DAYS

TIME
9 AM – 5 PM Mon-Wed
9 AM – Noon Thurs

WHO IS THIS FOR?
Early- and mid-career faculty, researchers, postdoctoral scholars, advanced graduate students, and graduate advisors in STEM education, equity, inclusion, and related disciplines. Attendance in previous IMS workshops is not required to participate.

CONTACT
IMS Team
metasynthesis@terc.edu

Tuition is free for all. Travel/lodging support is available for participants traveling from outside the Boston area!

More info and apply at: terc.edu/metasynthesis

PRESENTERS
Maria Ong, Ph.D.
Nuria Jaumot-Pascual, Ph.D.
Lisette Torres-Gerald, Ph.D.
Christina Silva B.S.W.

The Institute for Meta-Synthesis: A Practicum through the Lens of STEM Equity and Inclusion Literature (IMS-SEIL) is funded by the National Science Foundation (DRL-2024967).